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By Charl van Rooy
There is an undeniably cool factor about
Alberto Mancini that is instantly apparent as
I meet the Italian designer for the first time.
It could be the tropical Miami backdrop
where our meeting takes place, or perhaps
his smooth Italian charm as he orders a drink
from the waiter. Whatever it is, Alberto has
my attention. I can easily imagine it is this
humble charisma that has formed the base of
his success at such a young age.
“There is space for everybody in this industry
and if you work hard you will always be given
the chance to get involved in a project,” he
answers as I ask him about his past. I met
with Mancini to find out what it is like to
start from scratch as a designer who has,
under his own brand, only recently become a
more common name on the global stage. He
might have his own design brand today, but
reaching this level wasn’t easy and Alberto
knows better than most that dedication
always wins the match.
Mancini’s yachting career, much like many
other designers in the business, was born
after starting out in an entirely different
field of design. For some it’s product design
or perhaps residential design, but studying
in Turin, Italy, drawing cars was where it all
started for him. “My real aim was always to
become a car designer. After I graduated, I
was given the opportunity to join a young
design team in Germany. I am still thankful
today of what I learned in Turin.” It soon
becomes clear that it is Mancini’s attitude
towards constantly learning and improving
himself through his experiences with other

designers that has played a big role in his fast
track to reaching the top.
But all the while he was living out his dream
of creating cars, Mancini’s heritage was
calling, and a lingering desire to enter the
field of yacht design became stronger by the
day. “I am from Trieste and the maritime
culture is deeply rooted in all communities
along the Adriatic Sea. I used to go sailing
with my father when I was younger and the
ocean and the life it supports has always been
a passion of mine.”

searching for a junior designer to join them at
the time. The idea of sketching a Rolls Royce
or a Spyder without wheels was quite exciting.
It was when I moved to Milan to join these
yacht designers when I realised that once
you can design a car, in all perspectives and
proportionally correct, then you can design
any industrial product in the world that has
to do with aesthetics.”
This period gave Mancini great perspective
and introduced him to a whole new world
of design. “It turned out to be a very good

“I feel our
generation has
a lot to offer the
industry and I
therefore feel it's
important to keep
a close connection
with younger
designers”
Overmarine Mangusta Oceano 42

As chance would have it, an opportunity
came along that would provide Alberto with
the perfect opportunity to get his feet wet.
“I first met Officina Italiana Design as they
were setting up their company and they were

learning experience for me.” But after a few
years in Milan, Mancini was ready for a new
challenge and his thirst to keep developing
his skills lead him to explore even greater
avenues. “I was never satisfied with staying
in a design studio. I was, and still am, very
hungry to learn more so I moved to England
to improve my English and it was also then
when I joined Ken Freivokh Design. When
I move back to Italy, Nuvolari Lenard gave
me an opportunity to be involved in some of
their exciting projects as well. This is a very
short version of a lot of work and educating
experiences, but after all of that I felt that I was
ready to start my own design brand name.”
And so AM Yacht Design was born. Now
working under his own brand, Mancini
soon found a style that allowed him to
incorporate both his love for automobiles
and the experience he has gained in the
yachting world to create a sporty and wellproportioned style that is undeniably AM
Yacht Design. “My approach towards any
project today is still very much the same as I
did when designing cars. Designing a sport
boat is not that different from the design you
will find in the automotive world. Different
studios are inspired by different subjects, be
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it art, nature, architecture. For us at AM Yacht
Design it has always been cars and it is where
we draw a lot of our inspiration from.”
Sticking to this particular style has generated
big interest in the design brand from several
clients, and after over a decade of hard work
by Mancini and his team the studio today
has an impressive list of projects to boast
about involving the likes of Baglietto, Fairline
Yachts, Dominator, and Otam. But when
asked about his most rewarding project
to date, Mancini singles out the Mangusta
Oceano 42 that AM Yacht Design created for
Overmarine. “This project has been a great
opportunity for me and my studio to show
our skills. It was fantastic to work together
with a young entrepreneurial owner who
allowed us a lot of design freedom during
the process. In fact, the initial exterior
and interior renderings which I proposed
were immediately appreciated by both the
owner and shipyard, so we were on the same
wavelength from the start already, which
helps a lot.”
It is projects like these that keeps driving
Mancini to improve and what the future will
hold for AM Yacht Design and indeed the
entire design business is a topic he keenly
talks about. “In the near future, perhaps 10
years from now, it is perhaps not too crazy
to think that my office will be filled with
designers with headgear on where they can
work in a 3D world. The entire field of design
is heading in that direction.” But being the
down-to-earth person that he is, Mancini
keeps himself in check by always drawing on
the skills he learned as a kid copy-sketching
cars from the latest auto magazines. “I
feel there will always be this clash between
the classic, ‘old school’ way of design and
working with new technology, and the people
who will succeed are the ones who manages
to find the right balance between the two.”
Today Mancini values his team as much as he
did his teachers that were apart of his various
stages in the design world, and understands
to help keep that balance, sometimes all he
needs are a fresh pair of eyes around him.
“I feel our generation has a lot to offer the
industry and I therefore feel it’s important
to keep a close connection with younger
designers. Not only that, but getting an
international group of people together is
just as useful as we are dealing with several
different cultures in the yachting business,
and having someone who can better
understand the end client’s needs based on
that, is very valuable. At the end of the day, it
is not the talent of one person but rather the
whole team. If the team works well together,
you can create almost anything.”
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70M * AUREA

37M * 3700 SPORT

ROSSINAVI * PININFARINA
Rossinavi and renowned design house
Pininfarina have joined forces to present
a brand new superyacht concept: the
70-metre Aurea. Revealed for the first
time at SuperYacht Gallery London, Aurea
takes inspiration from the lines of the

COUACH
sea and integrates the tell-tale fluidity of
Pininfarina’s iconic style, a style also
integrated into more than 100 Ferrari
designs. Making the most of the superyacht
lifestyle is at the heart of Aurea’s design.

62M * HISPANIOLA

LAURENT GILES
authentic sailing charter in mind. Hispaniola
was born as an entry to a design competition
hosted by the French publication ChasseMarée. Two special features are to be
revealed once commissioned.

The High Efficiency Motor Yacht (HEMY)
concept from Laurent Giles designed to
reduce the accommodation / efficiency
compromise seen in many modern
superyachts. The concept started with a 70
- 75-metre yacht, and lengthening the hull

to offer increased interior volume whilst
remaining in a 3000GT limit. Laurent Giles
states that the HEMY concept offers the
same cruising or top speed as a 75-metre
vessel for approximately 65% of the power.

32M * BERING 105

35M * SEA BRIDGE ONE

BERING YACHTS

VITTERS * DYKSTRA * SEA MERCY
Dykstra Naval Architects and Vitters have
teamed up to design a 35-metre support
vessel for the charity Sea Mercy. The Sea
Bridge One project will act as the charity’s
“humanitarian
mothership”
upon
completion. The inspiration for the new
support vessel formed in the aftermath

generation’s sea keeping capabilities for
which it has become known for. Utilising
their skills in composite construction, the
yacht will be constructed in GRP and offer a
top speed of 28 knots.

110M * HEMY

OPALE DESIGN STUDIO
The Parisian designers at Opale Design
Studio have recently revealed a new sailing
superyacht concept. Measuring 62-metres,
Hispaniola accommodates up to eight
guests as well as a crew of four on board, and
has been designed with providing a unique,

French yacht builder Couach has revealed its
new 3700 Sport model as part of the brand’s
new generation of ‘modern and intelligent’
superyachts. This newly revised version of
the Couach classic, of which six models have
been delivered to date, builds on the older

of Cyclone Winston, where Sea Mercy,
operating with private cruising vessels,
provided emergency relief to thousands.
Sea Mercy are now in the final fund raising
stage to finance the construction of this
unique vessel.

American yachting brand Bering Yachts has
unveiled its flagship model in the Coastal
Series. The 32-metre Bering 105 is designed
as an efficient cruiser with a wave-piercing
hull enabling her owner to effortlessly zip
between yachting hotspots even in choppy
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weather. Eight guests are accommodated
onboard in three guest staterooms and one
master suite, all on the lower deck. A shallow
draft of 2.05-metres means she is perfectly
suited for island hopping in the Caribbean
and the Pacific.

